ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

44
Following the completion of human, Arabidopsis thaliana [1] , and rice genome sequencing projects in the . Moreover, these features are typically used for subcellular localization prediction (SLP) [4] . The 49 determination of subcellular localization (SL) is an arduous but indispensable task and is expected to lead to a 50 thorough understanding of several areas, including signalling pathway, molecular mechanism, and individual 51 development. However, even for well-studied organisms such as yeast [5, 6] , the efficiencies of numerous 52 experimental protein-SL annotation methods, including bimolecular fluorescence complementation, Green 53 fluorescent protein, and immunohistochemistry, are constrained by difficulties in antibody production, fusion 54 protein preparation and active protein maintenance.
55
A series of machine learning methods and homology-based methods have been proposed to fill the gap in 56 sequence-based SLP [7] . The most commonly used features in SLP include amino acid composition, including 
99
The 24 SLs in Dataset II consist of the 18 SLs proposed in Dataset I and another six novel SLs: "Cell 100 wall", " Thylakoid ", " Thylakoid membrane", " Lysosome", " Lysosome membrane", and "Plastid membrane".
101
Proteins located in each SL generally play fundamental roles in cell biology. In detail, "Thylakoid" is an 102 essential place for light-dependent reactions, consisting of the thylakoid membrane and thylakoid lumen [31] .
103
"Lysosome" is a membrane-bound cellular organelle existing in most animal cells that harbours over 50 104 different enzymes responsible for plasma membrane repair, cell signalling, and energy metabolism [32] .
105
"Plastid" has several differentiated forms and is subdivided into two SLs: "plastid" and "plastid membrane". 
The detailed process of BLAST+SWNW
124
We take Dataset I as an example to illustrate BLAST+SWNW (Fig 1) . First, for a sequence (named 125 "queryseq") from the test dataset of Dataset I, we scan its similar protein sequences (named "databaseseqs")
126 from the drill dataset of Dataset I with BLASTP with a loosened E-value of 30. In this paper, 30 is the default E-127 value of BLAST+SWNW. Second, we delete all non-standard amino acid characters from "queryseq" and 128 "databaseseqs" to meet the input requirements of SW and NW. Third, p values between the "queryseq" and its 129 similar "databaseseq" are calculated by integrating the output of SW and NW. In detail, for a "queryseq" and
130
"databaseseq" pair, we set the parameter λ to 0.16931, k to 0.20441, and define m and n as the length of 131 "queryseq" and "databaseseq", respectively. Then, the similarity scores measured by SW (sw_score) and by NW 132 (nw_score) are calculated using MATLAB functions swalign() and nwalign(), P_SWNW values between 133 "queryseq" and "databaseseq" are calculated as follows: 
Finally, the SL of "databaseseq" with the minimum out of all P_SWNW is chosen as the predicted SL of 137 "queryseq". Tests on dataset T1 show that the average sensitivity is 98.16% when BLAST+SWNW with an E-value=1 169 is applied (see Table 1 ). Moreover, the average sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of BLAST+SWNW on 170 dataset T2 and T3 of Dataset I are all 100%. In short, BLAST and BLAST+SWNW with an E-value=1 both 171 perform better than LocTree3 (accuracy of 80±3%) on Dataset I, According to Table. 215 A test dataset with 5497 sequences that were randomly selected from Data II was submitted to the Table. 218 Two out of 24 SLs, "Lysosome" and "Lysosome membrane", are not available in LocTree3. When we 219 tested sequences from the other 22 SLs, the average sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of LocTree3 were 220 74.01%, 98.77%, and 97.65%, respectively, with possible overlaps existing between the drill dataset of 221 LocTree3 and our test dataset. In contrast, even after the overlap was removed, the average sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of BLAST+SWNW still reached 94.47%, 99.82%, and 99.60%, and the average 223 sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of BLAST+SWNW with an E-value=10 -5 were 92.00%, 99.89%, and 224 99.57% respectively based on the same dataset (S14 Table) . respectively. 
229
We compared the four algorithms (BLAST+SWNW with an E-value=30, BLAST with an E-value=10 -5 ,
230
BLAST with an E-value=30 and LocTree3) by applying them to Dataset II, their sensitivities and weighted 231 average sensitivities (marked as "In total") are shown in Fig 3. Obviously, BLAST+SWNW with an E-value=30 232 and BLAST with an E-value=30 were superior to the other two algorithms. The prediction of 16 of 24 SLs were 233 better with BLAST+SWNW with an E-value=30 than with LocTree3. Undoubtedly, BLAST+SWNW with an 234 E-value=30 will be a better algorithm for predicting protein SLs due to more subcellular locations, higher 235 sensitivity than LocTree3, BLAST, and others. Based on the sensitivities, specificities, and accuracies listed in Table 2 , we sort the five algorithms as Table) .
236
251
DISCUSSION
252
Optimization of E-values 253
Next, we determined which E-value increased the sensitivity and reduced the run time of BLAST+SWNW.
254
We randomly selected 1000 proteins (S3 Text) from Dataset II as a test dataset, the rest of Dataset II as a drill 255 dataset, and BLAST+SWNW with different E-values to determine the optimal E-value. In Fig 4, (Fig 5) . Therefore, 1 was chosen as the default, meaning no threshold was set for 268 SW or NW. 
The robustness of BLAST+SWNW for different identity between drill and test sequences 272
After sequences in the drill dataset with 99% or higher identity to test sequences were removed,
273
BLAST+SWNW with an E-value=30 was used on Dataset II and its sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy were 274 94.56%, 99.81%, and 99.59%, respectively. In addition, when sequences with 95% or higher identity were 275 removed, the sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy were still 93.67%, 99.77%, and 99.51%, 90% and 80% 276 indentity respectively, showing no sign of prediction decline compared to the performance shown in Table 2 . In 277 summary, even though BLAST, SW, and NW are homology-based algorithms, the excellent results of 278 BLAST+SWNW are not totally dependent on high identity between the test and train dataset. 
